I am in opposition to expanding absentee voting. For any reason! This bill empowers the Secretary Of State to do what ever she deems necessary! This is a overreach! No state of Ct. employee should be granted this amount of power! It is necessary to inform the current administration that they all work for the tax payers! The last two Governors, of the state of Ct have done a extremely poor job! They, work only for their special interests and not for the vast majority of tax payers! High taxes, Too many state employee's and Departments! Too much money spent on useless studies! Sometimes, these themselves exceed the cost of the project they are intended to study. Makes one wonder who could be benefiting from these? Democratic run states everywhere have been miss managed and are failing miserably. Tying the hands of our state to arbitrate State Union contracts was a decision of our last Governor, A poor decision which most of us had no say in. If you allow the Secretary this type of power voter fraud will be worst then it already is in our state and reassure the the Democratic party to have a strong hold forever in our state. I Do Not Want The Our Secretary Of State To Be Granted This Power!!!

Thank You; Edmund H. Earle